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Socrates was a classical Greek Athenian philosopher credited as one
of the founders of Western philosophy. He is an enigmatic figure
(sometimes compared to the figure of Jesus Christ) known chiefly
through the accounts of classical writers, especially the writings of
his students Plato (Socratic dialogues, such as
Apology, Crito, PhaedoandSymposium, which consist of reports of
conversationsapparentlyinvolving Socrates)and Xenophon, and

1. SOME GENERAL INFORMATION

conversationsapparentlyinvolving Socrates)and Xenophon, and
the plays of his contemporary Aristophanes (especiallyThe Clouds).
Aristotle refers to Socrates as the inventor of the “virtue as
science”. Within theMetaphysics, he states that Socrates was also
the inventor of the concept.



The School of Athens(Raphael, 1509-1511, Apostolic Palace, Vatican City)



Nothing of Socrates’ writings remains extant. This is becausehe
decided not to write anything.

Why did Socrates decide that?

Thatwasessentiallyfor threemainreasons:
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Thatwasessentiallyfor threemainreasons:

1) He thought he did not knowanything;

2) He thought that no truth was definitive;

3) He believed that the practice of writing was not the best way
to improve knowledge.



Given the fact that Socrates did not write anything, and the fact that

to understand his philosophy one must turn primarily to the works

of Plato, it can be thought that he is simply a character, an invention

of Plato.

However,it is clearfrom otherwritings andhistoricalartefacts,that
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However,it is clearfrom otherwritings andhistoricalartefacts,that

Socrates was not simply a character, nor an invention. The

testimony of Xenophon, who was an historian, and Aristotle,

alongside some of Aristophanes' work, is useful in fleshing out a

perception of Socrates beyond Plato's work.



2. SHORT BIO

Socrates was born in Athens in 469 B.C. His father was
Sophroniscus, a sculptor, or stonemason. His mother was
a midwife named Phaenarete. He married Xanthippe, who is
especially remembered for having an undesirable temperament. She
bore for him three sons.He lived his life in a very simple way,
pursuing soul richness and beauty, instead of material richness
and external beauty.and external beauty.

Socrates first worked as a stonemason and, for a time, fulfilled the
role of hoplite, participating in the Peloponnesian war – a conflict
which stretched intermittently over a period spanning 431 to 404
B.C. Socrates lived during the time of the transition fromthe height
of the Athenian hegemony to its decline with the defeat by Sparta,
which governed Athens by means of the oligarchy of the Thirty
Tyrants, led by Critias (404 B.C.). After the restoration of a
democratic government, he was judged and condemned to death in
399 B.C.



An emblem book, illustrated by Otho Vaenius (1607)



3. RELATION WITH SOPHISTS

Sophists Socrates

• Concern for the human and 
disinterest  around the cosmos

• Unconventional and 

• Concerns for the human and 
disinterests  around the cosmos

• Unconventional and • Unconventional and 
nonconformist attitude

• Relative truths 

• Unconventional and 
nonconformist attitude

• Absolute truths



4. “K NOW YOURSELF”

Abandoned the cosmological studies, Socrates began to understand
philosophy as an investigation in which people try, by means of
reason and introspection, to clarify to themselves the deep meaning
of their humans being.

Socrates made the expression “know yourself” the ultimateSocrates made the expression “know yourself” the ultimate
motivation of philosophizing. In fact, he thought that all of the truths
(especially moral ones) were inside people and not outside.



5. KNOWLEDGE

The statement “I know that I know nothing” is often attributed to
Socrates, based on a statement in Plato'sApology. The conventional
interpretation of this is that Socrates' wisdomwas limited to an
awareness of his own ignorance.
According to Plato'sApology, Socrates' friend Chaerephon asked
the oracle at Delphi if anyone were wiser than Socrates;the oracle at Delphi if anyone were wiser than Socrates;
the Oracle responded that no-one was wiser. Socrates believed the
Oracle's response was a paradox, because he believed he possessed
no wisdomwhatsoever.



Delphi Oracle



5. KNOWLEDGE

He proceeded to test the riddle by approaching men considered wise
by the people of Athens – statesmen, poets, and artisans – in order to
refute the Oracle's pronouncement. Questioning them, however,
Socrates concluded: while each man thought he knewa great deal
and was wise, they knewvery little and were not wise at all.
Socratesrealizedthe Oraclewascorrect; while so-calledwise menSocratesrealizedthe Oraclewascorrect; while so-calledwise men
thought themselves wise and yet were not, he himself knewhe was
not wise at all, which, paradoxically, made himthe wiser one since
he was the only person aware of his own ignorance.



6. THE SOCRATIC METHOD

Perhaps his most important contribution to Western thought is
his dialectic method of inquiry, known as the Socratic method, which
he largely applied to the examination of key moral concepts such as
the Good and Justice. To solve a problem, it would be broken down
into a seriesof questions,the answersto which graduallydistill theinto a seriesof questions,the answersto which graduallydistill the
answer a person would seek. To illustrate the use of the Socratic
method, a series of questions are posed to help a person or group to
determine their underlying beliefs and the extent of their knowledge.



6. THE SOCRATIC METHOD

The Socratic method can be divided into:

1) A negative stage (irony). Irony was the method used by
Socrates to reveal to people their ignorance and throwthem in
doubt. After a theatrical adulation of knowledge of his
interlocutor, Socrates began with questions, leading his party to
doubt.doubt.

2) A positive stage (maieutics). Socrates was not proposed, after
having created a vacuumin the mind of the interlocutor, to fill
that vacuumwith his own truths. He wanted only to stimulate
the listener to look inside himself for a personal truth. As well as
his mother helped women to give birth children, the same way
Socrates helped intellectuals to give birth to their own truth.



7. TI ÉSTI (WHAT IS THIS ?)

With his method of irony and maieutics, the Philosopher helped people
to generatedefinitions.

The question that symbolizes this kind of activity is:

Ti ésti?Ti ésti?
(What is it?)

That is the request for a precise definition of what one is speaking
about.

At this point we can understand in what sense Aristotle attributed to
Socrates the discovery of the concept.





8. VIRTUE

Socrates believed the best way for people to live was to focus on the
pursuit of virtue rather than the pursuit, for instance, of material
wealth.

Virtue (areté) = Perfection and excellence in reason:

� Theoretical (dianoetic) reason(Philosophy, Math, etc.)

� Practical (ethical) reason(goodness, honesty, courage, etc.)

� Virtue is sufficient for happiness.



9. SOCRATES’ DAEMON

«A life without research is not worth living.»

Socrates asserted that the gods had singled himout as a divine
emissary. Perhaps the most interesting thing of this is Socrates'
reliance on what the Greeks called his "daemonic sign", an averting
inner voice Socrates heard only when he was about to make a
mistake.mistake.

In the end, Socrates accepted his death sentence when most thought
he would simply leave Athens, as he felt he could not run away from
or go against the will of his community and his daemon.



Socrates and his Daemon(Eugène Delacroix, 1838-1844)



10. SOCRATES’ PARADOX

Many of the beliefs traditionally attributed to Socrates have been
characterized as "paradoxical" because they seemto conflict with
common sense. The following is one of the so-called Socratic
paradoxes:

No oneerrs willingly or knowingly → (Ethical Intellectualism)No oneerrs willingly or knowingly → (Ethical Intellectualism)

Sin = Ignorance of Good

� Can we punish a person who errs for ignorance?



10. THE TRIAL AND THE DEATH

At a time when Athens sought to stabilize and recover fromits
humiliating defeat inflicted by Sparta, the Athenian public may have
been entertaining doubts about democracy as an efficient formof
government. Socrates appeared to have been a critic of democracy,
and some scholars interpret his trial as an expression of political
infighting. Claiming loyalty to his city, Socratesclashedwith theinfighting. Claiming loyalty to his city, Socratesclashedwith the
current course of Athenian politics and society. One of Socrates'
purported offenses to the city was his position as a social and moral
critic. According to Plato, he irritated some people with
considerations of justice and the pursuit of goodness. His attempts to
improve the Athenians' sense of justice may have been the real cause
of his execution.



The Death of Socrates(Jacques-Louis David, 1787)



10. THE TRIAL AND THE DEATH

At his trial, when Socrates was asked to propose his own
punishment, he suggested a wage paid by the government and free
dinners for the rest of his life instead, to finance the time he spent as
Athens' benefactor. He was, nevertheless, found guilty of both
corruptingthe minds of the youth of Athensand of impiety ("notcorruptingthe minds of the youth of Athensand of impiety ("not
believing in the gods of the state"), and subsequently sentenced to
death by drinking a mixture containing poison hemlock. Socrates
accepted his death, since he felt he could not run away fromhis
mission with Athenian community.



Thanks for your attention!


